WELCOMING REMARKS …………………… Professor Gerald Wright  
Chair, Political Science

BENTON VIDEO …………………………………………………………………………………………

REMARKS …………………………………… Professor Marjorie Hershey  
Associate Chair & Director of Undergraduate Studies

INTRODUCTION OF FACULTY AND STAFF ….. Professor Gerald Wright  
Chair, Political Science

STUDENT ADDRESS ………………………… Katherine Hitchcock  
Class of 2019 Representative

PROCESSION OF GRADUATES …………. Political Science Faculty

CONCLUDING REMARKS …………………… Professor Gerald Wright  
Chair, Political Science

Share your photos with us on social media using #IUPols2019

PROGRAM

Awards/Recognition

Political Science Departmental Honors: Lucy Battersby, Katherine Hitchcock, Alyssa Stewart

Stephen R. Patton Scholarship: Lucy Battersby

Lambert Scholarship: Lucy Battersby and Katherine Hitchcock

Wendell Wilkie Political Science Scholarship: Katherine Hitchcock, Austin McLeod, Eyob Moges, and Hannah Pitcher


Pi Sigma Alpha: Emma Coates, Alex Ganshorn, Katherine Hitchcock, Brian Johnson, Austin McLeod, Regan Metzger, John Meyer, Eyob Moges, Halle Ostoyaich, John Petr, Eilli Schank, Daniel Schumich, Alexis Sinder, Desi Stephens, Alyssa Stewart

Undergrad Teaching Interns: Henry Blaikie, Raegan Davis, Katherine Hitchcock, Ru Kim, Kyler McVoy, Eyob Moges, Elijah Orth, Daniel Schumich, Richard Solomon


POLITICAL SCIENCE

Class of 2019

Drew Adams  Eva Doszpoly
Jacob Alcock  Mary Drake
Jeffrey Bae  Robert Flaherty
Luke Bailey  Hannah Franklin
Stephen Bartholomew  Ian Fuqua
Lucy Battersby*  Thomas Gaiser
Henry Blaikie  Alex Ganshorn
Sasha Botsman  Carlos Garcia
Jordan Brady  Jacob Garr
Subrina Bryan  Noah Glazier
Alexander Bunce  Courtland Grangier
Spencer Carella  Katherine Grant
Alexandra Chepov  Daniel Grayson
Emma Coates  Corey Hassman
Javon Coatie  Chase Hickey
Bryce Conrad  Maddison Hines
Larry Conrad  Katherine Hitchcock*
Jade Cotton  Zachary Hoard
Jacob Cox  Charles Huye
Ian Cunningham  Sara Hudson
Giana Dhamanos  John Janiciejevic
Raegan Davis  Hannah Jasicki
Laurel Demkovich  Kyoungseo Jo
Hamilton Dickey  Brian Johnson

Evan Jones  Nicole Keesling
Christine Keesling  Bilal Khan
Kyle Kil  Ru Kim
D’Angelo King  Zoe King
Emily Kosteeck  Taylor Kuvats
Jacob Krajac  Katherine Larch
Jackson Krall  Murphy Kurk

Political Science Departmental Honors*
Special Thanks

In Appreciation of the Political Science Faculty:

Christine Barbour      Judy Failer      Armando Razo
William Bianco         Bernard Fraga      William Scheuerman
Jack Bielasiak         Sumit Ganguly      Abdulkader Sinno
Eileen Braman          Timothy Hellwig     Regina Smyth
Edward Carmines        Marjorie Hershey    Dina Spechler
Aurelian Craiutu       Jeffrey Isaac      William Winecoff
Vanessa Cruz Nichols   Ore Korin          Gerald Wright
Jacek Dalecki          Cyanne Loyle       Jason Wu
Christopher DeSante    Lauren MacLean     Justyna Zajac

Thank you to the Department of Political Science Staff:
Joelene Bergonzi, Undergraduate Advisor
Jesse Coulter, Office Services Assistant
Steve Flinn, Systems Manager
Kimberly Flores, Student Assistant
Kat Harder, IT Support
Sharon Hughes, Office Services Assistant
Chris McCann, Graduate Secretary
Jeanne Myers, Undergraduate Advisor
Jan Peterson, Departmental Administrator
Jessica Williams, Secretary to the Chair/Account Associate

Funding and support from:
Alumni and Friends of The Department of Political Science,
The College of Arts and Sciences Executive Dean’s Office, and
College Alumni Board, Indiana University

Indiana University
Department of Political Science

Garrett Meister
Charlotte Mellow
Regan Metzger
John Meyer
Christopher Meyer
Rachel Miller
Lilly Miranda
Eyob Moges
Imari Moore
Elijah Orth
Halle Ostoyich
Morgan Owens
Austin Pardue
Vikas Patel
Caleb Patterson
John Petr
Shania Phillips
Hannah Pitcher
Andrew Pucci
Robert Plattner
MaKenzie Quinn
Gregory Rzok
Julian Reyes
Rachael Rhoades
Shelby Richie
Glenn Ringo
Emil Risk
Jack Robinson
Ayinde Rochon
Nolan Ryan
Leslie Samuel
Edward Satchwill
Elli Schank
Madison Schroeder
Daniel Schumick
Connor Shanahan
Alexis Sinder
Ryan Sizemore
Richard Solomon

Allyson Speer
Desi Stephens
Alyssa Stewart*
Michael Strauss
Alex Streling
Tyler Strunk
Margaret Suh
Zachary Taylor
Jackson Treadway
Matthew Tripaldi
Claire Veldman
Brendan Walsh
Ryan Walsh
Liang Zheng Wei
Yennes
Juer Yilihamu
Kamaran Zahid
Parker Zent
Leah Zukerman

Political Science Departmental Honors*
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